Pavlo Hai-Nyzhnyk
Pavlo Hai-Nyzhnyk (Ukrainian: Павло Павлович ГайНижник) was born on May 28, 1971 in Dunaivtsi of
Western Podillya (Khmelnytskyi Oblast), Soviet Union
and is a Ukrainian historian, Doctor of Historical Sciences, Senior Research Scientist at I.F.Kuras Institute
of Political and Ethnic Studies of National Academy
of Sciences of Ukraine, Academician of the Ukrainian
Academy of Sciences (Kyiv), and Ukrainian poet.
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– History of Ukraine (National Taras Shevchenko University of Kiev, 2000): Financial police оf Government
Ukrainian State headed by Hetman P.Skoropads’ky (29
April – 14 December 1918) .
Doctor of historical sciences. Dissertation for a doctoral degree in speciality 07.00.01 – History of Ukraine
(National Taras Shevchenko University of Kiev, 2008):
Financial police headed by Central Rade and Governments of Ukrainian Peoples Republic (March 1917 –
April 1918) .

Early life and education

Dr. Hai-Nyzhnyk worked at M.S.Hrushevsky Institute of Ukrainian archeography and fontology of National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine (Kiev), Research
Financial Institute at Ministry of Finance of Ukraine
(Kiev), Ukrainian Research Institute of the archives and
documents sources (Kiev), Institute of society transformation (Kiev), Krivuy Rig State Pedagogical University
(Kryvuy Rig), National Academy of Government Tax
Service of Ukraine (Kiev), I.F.Kuras Institute of Political and Ethnic Studies fontology of National Academy
of Sciences of Ukraine (Kiev).

Hai-Nyzhnyk was born in a small city of Dunayivtsi in
Podilia in 1971. He was an active participant of the
independence movement in the times of perestroika in the
Soviet Union and the founder and leader of the nationalistic youth organization “Union of Ukrainian Nation”
(1986-1989 in Dunayivtsi). In 1988, for the ﬁrst time in
the history of the Soviet Podilia, he hoisted the national
ﬂag of Ukraine on the pipe of the Dunayivtsi dress factory of V.I.Lenin. He studied in Donetsk higher militarypolitical school of engineering troops and troops of connection (1989–1991), graduated from the historical faculty of Kam’yanets’-Podil’skuy Teacher Training University named by V.P.Zatonsky (1995), post-graduated from
the M.S.Hrushevsky Institute of Ukrainian archeography and fontology of National Academy of Sciences of
Ukraine (1998), and studied for the degree of doctor at
National Taras Shevchenko University of Kiev (2008).

Senior Research Scientist at I.F.Kuras Institute of Political and Ethnic Studies of National Academy of Sciences
of Ukraine (Kyiv)
Academician of the Ukrainian Academy of Sciences
(Kyiv).

Dr. Hai-Nyzhnyk has an award Order of the Sainted
Prince Vladimir the Large the ІІІ degree (2006) and by
A circle of his scientiﬁc interests is history of Ukraine the diploma of Department of Education and Science of
of the ﬁrst half of the 20th century, history of the world Ukraine (2007).
and Ukrainian political history, history of national liberation competitions 1917–1921, history of domestic socioeconomic and ﬁnancial policy, biographical science.

3 Works
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Dr.
Hai-Nyzhnyk has more than 600 scientiﬁc
publications, and also monographs:16

Career

Candidate of historical sciences. The thesis submitted Personal monographs:
for a Candidate of History Degree in speciality 07.00.01. 1. “Documentary sources and materials to the his1
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WORKS

tory of ﬁnancial policy of the Ukrainian State gov- the preconditions and consequences of the Reunited Act
ernment (on April, 29 – on December, 14 in 1918). of UNR and ZUNR. The monograph is intended for hisReference book” (Kyiv, 2004. - 47 p.) ;
torians, men of law, government employees, political sciA new monography of Pavlo Hai-Nyzhnyk “Documen- entists and anybody who is interested in the Ukrainian
tary sources and materials to the history of a ﬁnancial past at the beginning of the 20th century.
policy of the Ukrainian State government (April, 29th - 6. “Time for change (political essays and interviews
December, 14th, 1918) extquotedbl was published.
for 2010-2013) extquotedbl (Kyiv, 2013. - 258 p.
2. ”Financial policy of Government Ukrainian State Coauthor of:
headed by Hetman Pavlo Skoropads’ky (on April, 29
1.
“Scientiﬁc documentary collection to a 90– on December, 14 in 1918)” (Kyiv, 2004. - 430 p.)
anniversary of introduction of government service in
A new monography of Pavlo Hai-Nyzhnyk “Financial po- Ukraine” (Kyiv, 2008. - 124 p.) ;
lice of Government Ukrainian State headed by Hetman A new collective monography of Verstyuk V., HaiPavlo Skoropads’ky (29 April - 14 December of 1918) Nyzhnyk P, Konyk S., “Scientiﬁc - documentary colwas published.
lected articles dedicated to 90-th anniversary of govern3. ”The Fiscal Policy headed by Central Rade, gov- ment service implementation in Ukraine.” was published.
ernments UNR, Ukrainian State, Ukrainian Socialist
2. “Essays of history of government service of
Soviet Republic (1917–1930)” (Kyiv, 2006. - 303 p.) ; Ukraine” (Kyiv, 2008. - 536 p.) ;
A new monography of Pavlo Hai-Nyzhnyk “The ﬁs- “Essays on the history of government service in Ukraine”
cal police headed by Central Rade, governments UNR, is the ﬁrst in the Ukrainian historiography attempt to
Ukrainian State, USRR (1917–1930) extquotedbl was summarize in holistic research the numerous works depublished.
voted to the process of state formation, political and ad4. “Ukrainian State bank: formation history. Docu- ministrative system, government service formation and
ments and materials (1917–1918)” (Kyiv, 2007. - 340 the activities of public servants. The authors begin their
p.) ;
study with the analysis of the ancient society state organiA new monography of Hai-Nyzhnyk P. “The Ukrainian zation and complete with the characteristic of construcNational bank: formation history. Documents and mate- tion and development of government service in the independent Ukraine. The book contains forms and types
rials (1917-1918) extquotedbl was published.
of (national, imperial, occupation) management activi5. “UPR and WUPR: formation of the organs of ties on the Ukrainian lands. The text of “Essays” is prepower and the national state (1917-1920) extquotedbl pared as part of a research project, which is carried out
(Kyiv: “SCHek”, 2010. - 304 p.)
to-order the Centre for adaption the government service
In the new book the author clariﬁes the process of the to the standards of the European Union, by means the
higher and local state authorities formation in Ukraine State Budget of Ukraine. Ultimate purpose of research
in the days of the Ukrainian National Republic (in the is a monograph and a collection of documents under the
times of the Central Rada and Directory) and the West common title “The History of Government Service in
Ukrainian National Republic (ZUNR) in the context of Ukraine”.
complex process of national state formation in the tur- 3. “Banking system of Ukraine: measurings of
bulent 1917 – 1920 years. Achievements and failures of global ﬁnancial crisis. Expertly analytical lecture”.
the state formation are analyzed, in particular, the leg- (Kyiv: Dorado-druk, 2009. - 64 p.) ;
islative base, principles of formation and activity of the
higher legislative and executive powers of the ﬁrst and The expert analytical report is done in conformity with
the second UNR and ZUNR, the central and local state the Governmental plan of actions over ﬁnancial crisis in
bodies, forms and a system of the Ukrainian state forma- Ukraine and devoted to the system analysis of the banktions, the causes of the Central Rada downfall and also the ing system situation of Ukraine, the development directions of its reforming. The authors of the report are well
success of Hetman P.Skoropadskyi’s coup d'état, preparation and an essence of the Directory uprising, uniﬁed - known scientists and experts in the ﬁeld of banks and
the ﬁnance, jurisprudence, history, sociology, economic
and state strive of the Trans-Carpathian Ukrainians and
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security and the government administration.

and members of political parties, public ﬁgures, anyone
4-5. “The history of the Government Service in who is interested in questions of party development in
Ukraine”. (Kyiv: Nika-Tsentr, 2009. - Vol.1. - 544 p. Ukraine.
; - Vol.2. - 512 p. );
8. “Ukraine for twenty years: materials of inThe ﬁrst volume of “The history of the Government Ser- ternational veb-conference on Augusts, 22 in 2011”
vice in Ukraine” analyses a wide range of problems re- (Chernihiv, 2012. - 48 p.) ;
lated to the state formation, political and administrative
system, organizing state administration and government
service and to the government employees’ activities. Authors begin their study with the analysis of relations between ancient states and societies in Ukraine and complete it with the characteristic of state formation process
in the West Ukrainian National Republic. All forms and
types (national, imperial, occupation) administrative activity on Ukrainian lands are analyzed. The fundamental
research of the government service history in Ukraine is
prepared as a part of the scientiﬁc project, which is carried out to-order the Centre for adaption the government
service to the standards of the European Union, by means
the State Budget of Ukraine and led by the Department of
Government Service in Ukraine. The project is dedicated
to the 90th anniversary of the establishment government
service in Ukraine and is being carried out pursuant to
the instruction of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine”
In commemoration of the 90th establishment anniversary
of the Government Service” dated June 11, 2008 №817.

«Ukraine for twenty years» is collection of materials of
international veb-conference, which took place on Augusts, 22 in 2011 Its participants from Ukraine, Great
Britain, Russia, Poland and USA, tried to give an answer
for a question as in the world and independence of our
state is perceived in Ukraine. Edition is intended for independent preparation of listeners within the framework
of in-plant training, for all, who is interested in the problems of modern Ukraine.
9. Ukrainian multi-party system: political parties,
electoral blocs, leaders (the end of 1980 –s – early
2012) (Kyiv, 2012. - 588 p.) .

The reference book includes information materials about
modern Ukrainian political parties (both active and
those that ceased their existence) and their ﬁrst leaders (founders), electoral coalitions, created on the eve
of elections to the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine III-VI
convocations. The reference books is intended for researchers, analysts, experts, leaders and members of political parties, public ﬁgures, all who are interested in
6. extquotedblEconomic security of the banking party building in Ukraine.
system in the context of new course of reforms in
Ukraine 2010-2015 years. Expertly analytical lec- 10. UPR in a period Directory: search of model of
the political system (end 1918 – 1919). - Nizhyn, 2013.
ture” (Kyiv: Dorado-druk, 2010. - 64 p.) ;
– 214 p.
The expert analytical report is done in conformity with
the Governmental plan of actions over ﬁnancial crisis in Poetry (Collections of poetries):
Ukraine and devoted to the system analysis of the bank- 1. “Remember me… Lyric poetry of love” (Kyiv,
ing system situation of Ukraine, the development direc- 2006. - 114 p.) ;
tions of its reforming. The authors of the report are well
- known scientists and experts in the ﬁeld of banks and 2. “Taste of freedom... Lyric poetry of life” (Kyiv,
the ﬁnance, jurisprudence, history, sociology, economic 2009. - 95 p.)
security and the government administration.
New Poetry and Lyric Gallery
7. “The state, authorities and civil society in the documents of political parties in Ukraine (end of 1980s ﬁrst half of 2011) extquotedbl (Kyiv: IPiEND, 2011.
- 808 p.) .
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